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Abstract— This paper proposes a Reward-based Electromagnetic Adaptive Resonance Theory (REM-ART) mainly
for reducing the retrieval error, which can store and retrieve
episodes consisting of a temporal sequence of events. With
the existing EM-ART it is difﬁcult to predict a correct episode
when there are noisy inputs that are sparse or distorted. To
overcome this problem, the proposed REM-ART has a reward
channel along with an event channel, lending it robustness
to noisy inputs. The reward channel generates a reward
signal to reinforce the activation of a proper episode node.
The proposed REM-ART is applied to predict and retrieve a
correct episode from noisy inputs, out of episodes that are
stored through the visual demonstration using an RGB-D
camera.
Keywords: EM-ART, episode retrieval, episodic memory, fusion
ART, REM-ART, reward channel.

1. Introduction
Semantic memory and episodic memory are the main
categories of the declarative memory in the human brain.
These concepts have been illustrated in detail by Tulving [1],
[2]. Semantic memory represents generalized knowledge and
meaning, and it is not related with individual experiences.
Semantic memory is objective information such that anyone
can share the meaning, akin to a pen. Episodic memory, on
the other hand, is the subjective memory of an individual,
which is composed of his or her own experiences, like
the ﬁrst day of attending school. This memory contains
contextual connections of several events. For this reason,
episodic memory can be implemented for multiple cognitive
capabilities, such as sensing, reasoning, and learning [3],
[4]. It is helpful for the human to retrieve whole sequential
events, i.e., an episode at a speciﬁc time from only partial
events observed [5].
Recently, many researchers have introduced computational models of episodic memory. Ho et al. [6] proposed an
autonomous agent having a sequential character of episodic
memory. Mueller and Shiffrin presented a model representing the relation between semantic knowledge and episodic
memory [7]. The neural network models focusing on the
retrieval capability of episodic memory have been designed
[8]–[10]. These models represent relations between events,

but they have difﬁculty in describing complicated orders of
time sequential events.
EM-ART is a recent neural network model for representing intricate sequences of events [11]. It is based on
fusion ART, which has multi-channel inputs in fuzzy ART,
to encode each event from input data [12]. The activation
values of recognized events are decayed and buffered in
the event ﬁeld by following the time sequence. This is the
main difference between this model and the other episodic
memory models. The model encodes an episode using a
set of temporal events, and thus it can easily retrieve all
sequential events by a readout process.
EM-ART can retrieve a correct episode from sparse events
or some noisy inputs. In particular, the closer input data are
to whole sequential events, the more robust this model is
to noisy inputs such as unrelated events. However, if input
data are too sparse to predict a correct episode, the model
will be affected by the unbalance caused by the number of
all committed events constituting an episode. If the model
encodes two episodes with different numbers of sequential
events, the activation value of an event that belongs to the
episode with a smaller number of elements (events) is higher
than that from an event that belongs to the other episode
with a larger number of elements. This causes a retrieval
error when EM-ART receives sequential inputs in real time.
To make the ART model with a more precise retrieval
capability from partial input data, we propose Reward-based
EM-ART (REM-ART). REM-ART has a multi-channel architecture not only in the ﬁrst layer but also in the second
layer, unlike other ART models. The proposed model has
a reward channel in the second layer, which generates a
reward signal to compensate recognition errors. The magnitude of the reward signal is proportional to the number of
input events under the corresponding episode. REM-ART is
learned using both unsupervised learning for encoding events
and episodes and reinforcement learning for the reward
signal. The sequential inputs to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed REM-ART are obtained through a RGB-D
camera. For the demonstration, four scenarios are provided
and the sequences of events are learned using REM-ART.
The experimental results show stable and robust retrieval
performance to noisy inputs and incomplete cues.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
conventional fusion ART and EM-ART models. Section 3
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proposes REM-ART with a detailed description. Section 4
presents experiment results along with a discussion. Finally,
concluding remarks follow in Section 5.

2. Episodic Memory Learning
When a human performs a speciﬁc task, his or her episodic
memory plays an important role in carrying out the task,
referring to the memory that stores the sequential events for
the task [3], [14]. A robot can also learn and memorize a
series of events efﬁciently using an ART neural network
model, which helps the robot recall time sequential events.
In this section, fusion ART and EM-ART models are brieﬂy
reviewed, and how the robot can learn episodes by these
models is described.

2.1 Event Learning
Fusion ART is an extended model of fuzzy ART. This
model can receive several types of inputs at a time, since
it has a multi-channel in the ﬁrst layer. The architecture
is useful to classify an event, since the event normally
consists of several inputs, such as objects and related actions.
Therefore, fusion ART is used for the basic structure to learn
needed events. Fig. 1 shows the fusion ART architecture.

TJ = max {Tj : for all F2 node j} .

Once the maximum activation value is found among all F2
nodes, this output value is set to one, and all the other values
are set to zero. This is the winner-take-all strategy.
4) Template matching: For each channel k, the template
matching process checks the resonance between each channel and all F2 nodes. The resonance is deﬁned as the
similarity between the activity vector xk and the weight
vector wJk associated with the selected execution node,
which is calculated using the following function:
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where ρk is a vigilance parameter that is a constraint for the
network resonance. If there are no matched nodes in F2 , an
uncommitted node is added in F2 as a new category node.
5) Template learning: Once the resonance occurs, the
weight vector wJk for each channel k is updated by the
following learning rule:

Category field
ࡲ

where γ k is a contribution parameter, wjk is a weight vector
associated with the category j, αk is a choice parameter, the
fuzzy AND operator ∧ is deﬁned by
(p ∧ q)i ≡ min(pi , qi )
and the norm |.| is deﬁned by |p| ≡ i pi for vectors p and
q.
3) Code competition: A code competition is a selection
process to distinguish the largest activation value in F2 layer.
The largest activation value is indexed at J as follows:

ࡲ

Fig. 1: Fusion ART architecture.
A summary of the fusion ART procedure is given below.
1) Complement coding: Each input ﬁeld F1k receives
an input vector Ik = (I1k , I2k , . . . , Ink ), where Iik ∈ [0, 1]
indicates the input i to channel k, for k = 1, . . . , n. The
input vector Ik is converted to the activity vector xk by a
concatenation of the input vector Ik and its complements
Īk = 1 − Ik .
2) Code activation: The F2 has one channel, which is
represented as y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , ym ], where m is the number
of nodes. The jth output node in the category ﬁeld is
activated by the choice function:
 k
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where β k is the learning rate. If the weight vector is
initialized as J1,2n , which is the one row of all-ones matrix,
it can be arranged by the following procedure:
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Eq. (6) means the learned weight vector wJk converges to
xk . It is applied to readout inputs from the category ﬁeld
such that xk(new) = wJk .
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2.2 Episode Learning
To recognize and learn episodes from continuous events,
the feature of the time sequential representation of events is
crucial. EM-ART is the neural network model for qualifying
this character to fusion ART [11]. Fig. 2 shows a generalized
EM-ART model for episodic memory learning.

Episode field

ڮ

ࡲଷ

Episodic pattern

ڮ

ࡲ

Event field

for EM-ART. When input ﬁelds get cues composed of partial
events, the template matching process checks the resonance
in F2 . After recognizing events, the template matching
between F2 and F3 is processed in the same manner to
retrieve the matched episode. Every time sequential inputs
are entered into input ﬁelds, EM-ART predicts an episode
matched with inputs. This allows the model to retrieve a
target episode from complete or incomplete cues in real time.
After recognizing the episode, EM-ART should be able
to readout all sequential events matched with the episode.
First, the activated node in F3 readouts the input vector in
F2 using complement coding and learned weight vector. In
the retrieved y vector, the highest value is selected and this
value readouts the input vector in F1 . Successively, the value
is set to zero and the next highest value is selected as the
next input vector. After this process, EM-ART can readout
all time sequential events of the selected episode.

2.4 The Limitation of Episode Retrieval

ڮ
ࡲ

ࡲ

ࡲ
Input fields

Fig. 2: EM-ART architecture.
As shown in Fig. 2, an episodic pattern is introduced
to represent a temporal sequence of events. The encoding
process of an episode by using a sequence of events as
an input is the same as the encoding process of an event
from an input vector, except that episodic encoding uses a
time decaying factor to make a sequential input vector. In
event ﬁeld F2 , the activation values of recognized events are
successively multiplied by the time decaying factor to keep
track of the sequential order. If a set y represents the output
vector of the event ﬁeld, the ﬁrst activation value of y is set
to one. The index of the activated node is memorized until
the next activation occurs in the event ﬁeld. When a new
activation occurs, yj is decayed by multiplying the decaying
factor using the following equation:
yjnew

=

yjold (1

− τ)

(7)

where τ is the decaying factor. It makes an event encoded
earlier than the other events have a smaller activation value
to represent time decay. After ﬁnishing the matching process
of event ﬁeld nodes, non-activated nodes are set to zero. The
output vector y containing temporal information is then the
new input for the next additional layer.

2.3 Episode Retrieval
Once EM-ART is learned, it can retrieve episodes and
time sequential events of each episode from time sequential
inputs. Complete or incomplete cues can be the input vector

The episode is made of time sequential events, and
each episode can have a different number of events for its
elements. This implies that the contribution of each event
belonging to the different episodes for the activation is
different. In particular, the activation value from an event
belonging to the episode with a smaller number of events is
larger than that from an event belonging to the episode with
a larger number of events. It can be shown from the choice
function in F2 :
Tj =

|y ∧ wj |
|wj |

(8)

where k is omitted because F2 is a single channel. In this
equation, the choice parameter α is set to zero and the
contribution parameter γ is set to one. As the learning
iteration is increased, the learned weight vector wj is almost
the same as the input vector yj . Therefore, the summation of
all elements in the weight vector wj is computed as follows:
|wj | & |yj |
hj −1

hj −1

(1 − τ )n +

=
n=0
hj −1

(1 − (1 − τ )n ) + (N − hj )
n=0

(1) + (N − hj )

=
n=0

=N
(9)
where hj is the number of events corresponding to the jth
episode, and N is the number of all learned events. This
equation shows |wj | is always constant at N . To compare
the activation values calculated from an event, consider that
the event ﬁeld gets only one event corresponding with the
jth episode for the input. In this case, the choice functions
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of the ith and jth nodes are respectively as follows:
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(10)
where p ∈ [0, hj − 1] denotes the order of a selected event,
and hj > hi . Therefore, the difference between them is as
follows:
T j − Ti =

|y ∧ yj | |y ∧ yi |
−
N
N
hj −1

= (2(1 − τ )p −

(1 − τ )n )/N.

(11)

n=hi

The difference can be a negative value under the condition
hj > hi . This means the result of episode retrieval may
be the ith episode, although the input event belongs to the
jth episode as well. This demonstrates that the number of
events in each episode affects the activation value. Therefore,
the noisy input vector having mixed events may lead to
retrieval of a wrong episode, which is critical in reproducing
a complete pattern of sequential events.

3. Proposed REM-ART
EM-ART performs well when the input vector in F1 is
exactly matched with time sequential events, or for little
noisy inputs. However, this model does not easily preserve
robustness against noisy inputs. Moreover, if the number
of time sequential events in each episode is different, EMART may not retrieve a target episode from the noisy inputs.
To overcome this problem, we propose Reward-based EMART (REM-ART) consisting of input, category, episode
ﬁelds. The category ﬁeld is composed of event and reward
channels. The role of the reward channel is to generate a
reward that makes the network more robust to noisy inputs.

ڮ
ࡲ

ࡲ
Input fields

ࡲ

Fig. 3: REM-ART architecture.

3.2 Episode Learning
To encode events, REM-ART uses the basic fusion ART
between input ﬁelds F1 and event channel F2e . This is the
same as the encoding process of EM-ART. After perceiving
events, the event channel makes time sequential inputs for
episode ﬁeld, and simultaneously the episode ﬁeld informs
the reward channel of the number of sequential events of
the encoded episode. The reward channel then makes the
following reward values:


yr = y1r , y2r , · · · , yfr , · · · , yFr
n n
(12)
nf
nF
1
2
=
, ,··· ,
,··· ,
h h
h
h
where yr is a reward vector, F is the number of learned
episodes, nf is the number of events of the f th episode
F
among all input events, and h = f =1 nf . In the network
learning process, the reward signal is always one because
nf = h. The other reward signals are zero because all ni =
0, when i = f . The reward vector yr and the time sequential
input vector ye constitute multi-channel inputs for encoding
each episode. After the learning process, the learned reward
weight vector asymptotically converges to
wr(n+1) = (1 − β r )n J1,2n + (1 − (1 − β r )n )yr & yr
(13)

3.3 Episode Retrieval
3.1 Architecture of REM-ART
REM-ART network has multi-channels in F2 as well
as in F1 . Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the model.
Reward channel F2r in Fig. 3 receives the information about
recognized events from event ﬁeld F2e to generate the reward
signal. This architecture is similar to the model having two
connected fusion ART in the ﬁrst and the second layers.
However, the REM-ART structure in F2 is different from the
conventional fusion ART in that each channel is connected
unidirectionally from one to the other channel.

Learned REM-ART memorizes the weight vectors for
the corresponding episodes. It can be used to retrieve all
time sequential events from the observed partial cues. When
REM-ART recognizes an episode, only the weight vector is
required to recall time sequential events. This can be done
simply by substituting ye into we , such as ye = we . The
reward weight vector wr is independent of we , and thus it is
not needed when retrieving events. The event node with the
highest activation value retrieves the input vector in F1 . The
activation value of the retrieved node then becomes zero, and
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the next highest activation node retrieves the next sequential
input recursively.
When REM-ART tries to predict an episode from incomplete cues, it recognizes events in F2e ﬁrst. Recognized
events in F2e are forwarded to reward channel in real time.
At the same time, REM-ART loads all learned events and
gives them to the reward channel. Then the reward channel
generates the reward signals using both sets of data. Since
h is the number of recognized events, it increases as a new
input comes to input ﬁeld F1 . To calculate nf , the reward
channel matches recognized events with learned events. For
instance, input events matched with the f th episode increase
the value of nf . After the matching process, yfr can be
calculated using Eq. (12), and the multi-channel input vector
of F2 = {F2e , F2r } is used to calculate activation values for
each episode. yfr is closer to one when events corresponding
the f th episode enter the network. This generates a larger
activation value for the f th episode, since the reward value
yfr reinforces the activation of the f th episode node. This
makes the REM-ART network more robust against noisy
inputs.
To compare the activation values with EM-ART in the
case when the input vector y in F2 has only one event for
the jth episode, the choice functions of the ith and the jth
episodes in REM-ART are respectively as follows:
 k
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i
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α + wik 
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 1

 2
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2 y ∧ wi
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N2
r

2
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(14)

where Ti and Tj are the activation values of the ith and
the jth episodes, respectively, in EM-ART. This shows the
difference between Ti and Tj is decreased by γ 1 , and the
second term related with the reward signal is added to
make the difference positive. Therefore, the reward signal
weakens the activation of the episode not concerned with
the target episode, while it reinforces the activation of the
target episode.
REM-ART encodes and learns episodes in an unsupervised manner, and also it utilizes reinforcement learning
for retrieval of the episodes. The reinforcement learning
helps the network robustly retrieve the target episode exactly

using the reward signal when it receives incomplete or noisy
inputs.

4. Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed method was applied to predict which
episode would be executed during a visual demonstration
captured by a RGB-D camera, mounted on the robotic head
of Mybot-KSR, developed in the RIT Lab, at KAIST. The
robot is shown in Fig. 4. The Mybot-KSR recognizes the
environment through the RGB-D camera. By assuming that
objects were on the table, regions of the object hypothesis
were detected by removing the plane that is detected using
Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [13]. The feature
of each object hypothesis was extracted by SIFT [15], [16].
The action on objects is related to a hand posture. Thus, the
region of one hand near a certain object was found by a skin
color detector and it was followed by feature extraction using
SIFT. To enhance the accuracy of the action recognition,
a speed term, given by the hand’s distance between two
consecutive frames, was concatenated to the SIFT feature.
The feature extractions of objects and an action were
followed by general SVM for classiﬁcation. The objects in
this experiment were {wateringpot, ﬂowerpot, bottle, cup,
toy, box, bread, toaster, dish} and the actions were {grasp,
move, tilt, put down, push down}. Using these recognition
algorithms, a single image in video frames could be parsed
into objects and their corresponding action, which is deﬁned
as an event. The task consists of a sequence of events.
To evaluate how well the performed task is predicted, we
deﬁned four scenarios: 1) Water the ﬂower; 2) Pour the
contents of a bottle; 3) Sort the toys; and 4) Toast a slice of
bread. Lists of time sequential events in individual episodes
are provided in Table 1.

Fig. 4: Mybot-KSR and its robotic head.
The event used in these scenarios needed two input
categories, the object and the action. Therefore, we used
REM-ART architecture having two channels in the input
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Table 1: The lists of scenarios and events.
Scenario
Water the ﬂower

Pour the contents of a bottle

Sort the toys

Toast a slice of bread

Event
Grasp a watering pot.
Move the watering pot to the ﬂowers.
Tilt the watering pot to the ﬂowers.
Put down the watering pot.
Grasp a bottle.
Move the bottle to the cup.
Tilt the bottle to the cup.
Put down the bottle.
Grasp a toy.
Move the toy to the box.
Put down the toy in the box.
Grasp a bread on the dish.
Move a bread to the knob of the toaster.
Put down the bread in the toaster.
Grasp the toaster.
Push down the toaster.

ﬁeld to store the information on objects and actions. The
user acted the sequence of events in all scenarios in front of
the humanoid robot. The robot then observed and perceived
objects and actions. These sequential inputs are learned by
REM-ART. After the episode learning, the user acted each
scenario ten times again, and the robot predicted which
episode was performed. For comparing the proposed REMART with EM-ART for the retrieval error rate, EM-ART was
also learned using the same sequential inputs.

4.2 Experimental Results
Fig. 5 shows the recognized image from the RGB-D
camera of the robotic head. Each row of Fig. 5 is the
perceived sequential events when the user performed each
scenario. The features extracted from RGB-D images were
made of objects and actions, and they were used to learn
and test the neural networks.

shown in Fig. 6. Since the sequential inputs are recognized
from camera images, they contain many recognition errors.
For instance, the robot can extract sequential inputs such as
"Grasp a bottle", "Move a chair", and "Throw a pen" from
the images. If the user acts scenario 1, these inputs are all
noisy inputs. As shown in Fig. 6, EM-ART predicted wrong
episodes as the sequence of events is provided to the inputs,
because the noisy cues made episode prediction errors. However, REM-ART could predict the exact scenarios from these
noisy inputs. The reward signal reinforced the activation of
the desired episode node, and at the same time it attenuated
the activation of the other episode nodes. This helps REMART to recognize the correct episode even though the input
vector was disturbed from noises. The important point is
that REM-ART becomes increasingly robust as the input
sequence enters the input ﬁelds, because the reward signal of
the desired episode is more and more strengthened whenever
relevant sequential events enter. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
the prediction result of REM-ART converged to scenario 2
immediately and it was not changed, but EM-ART predicted
wrong scenarios after ﬁnding the correct scenario, because
of error inputs.
To analyze and compare the prediction accuracy of each
model, the confusion matrices are provided in Fig. 7. The
prediction accuracy of EM-ART is distributed from 52%
to 97%. In particular, the prediction accuracy of scenario
4 is quite low, since this scenario has the largest number of
events among all scenarios. As mentioned above, the events
relevant to the target episode with a large number of events
generate relatively small activation values for the episode.
This leads to the other episode nodes being activated, and
thus the prediction accuracy is reduced. Therefore, with the
EM-ART it is difﬁcult to predict the correct episode from
all noisy inputs when the input vector is quite distorted in
the real environment. On the other hand, the prediction accuracy of REM-ART is almost 100% for the four scenarios.
This demonstrates that the REM-ART model is remarkably
effective in predicting and retrieving the target episode from
noisy inputs.

5. Conclusion

Fig. 5: The sequence of recognized images from Water the
ﬂower (top row), Pour the contents of a bottle (second row),
Sort the toys (third row), and Toast a slice of bread (bottom
row).
The prediction results of REM-ART and EM-ART are

We proposed a novel Reward-based ART model called
REM-ART. This model can store and retrieve episodes
consisting of time sequential events. The proposed REMART could easily increase its memory size to learn events
and episodes dynamically. The proposed REM-ART model
has multi-channels for input and category ﬁelds, and thereby
grants the neural network new functionalities. A newly added
channel to a category ﬁeld was designed to make the episodic
memory learning model robust to noisy inputs. This channel
is called the reward channel, which generates a reward signal. This reinforces the episode prediction accuracy of REMART, such that the robot can perceive contextual situations
more robustly in the real environment. The experimental
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Fig. 7: Confusion matrices of the episode prediction using
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(d) Episode prediction in scenario 4.

Fig. 6: Episode prediction results from sequential input
events of each scenario.

results demonstrated that the reward channel effectively
reduces the prediction error of REM-ART regardless of noisy
inputs.
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